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Majora's mask link amiibo smash ultimate

For burger information on this topic, visit the following page: Link Link (Majora's Mask) is one of seven characters in The Legend of Zelda series to commemorate the show's 30th anniversary. Description[edit]edit code] Link in The Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask. This amiibo resembles one of Link's artworks in The Legend of Zelda:
Majora's Mask. Link boy wears green clothes, including his hat and robe, as well as brown boots. In his right hand, he holds Goron's mask and in his left hand Kokori Sword, while wearing the sword sheath, as well as Hylian Shield, hanging on his back. Link shows a calm and calm pose but somewhat energetic, and his gaze shows an
energetic reaction, daring and itching. He also holds Goron's mask in front of him at the height of his face, as if he were about to place it. He also wields the sword, pointing it to the ground and with no apparent intention to attack. Supported games[edit]edit code] Specific features[edit-edit code] ACE COMBAT™ ASSAULT HORIZON
LEGACY+ [edit-edit code] A new look will be unlocked for the F-14D aircraft where you can see the link from The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword and the legend of the Zelda logo franchise on the right edge. Animal Crossing: New Leaf + Welcome amiibo [edit ] When scanning amiibo summons the horse Epona in the camper zone. His
camper has a variety of decorative objects inspired by elements from The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time, The Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask and The Legend of Zelda as the Moon. Bayonetta 2 [edit] When scanning amiibo, it automatically unlocks the Hyrule outfit, based on Link's appearance. Add a picture to this Chibi-Robo gallery!
Zip Lash [edit] When scanning the figure for the first time, if the player has previously scanned Chibi-Robo amiibo and has been saving data on it, unlock Link's pose of a Chibi capsule. After unlocking the pose, or if Chibi-Robo amiibo has not been scanned before (or if it did not have save data), it provides 50 coins, with the option to give
100. Add a picture to this gallery Hyrule Warriors / Hyrule Warriors: Legends / Hyrule Warriors: Definitive Edition [edit ] If amiibo is placed in the Wii U game, the air player will be unlocked, a weapon that can be unlocked exclusively with this method (and only cases of exclusive weapons unlockable by amiibo). After unlocking the weapon
(or from the first time in the other versions), it is Get one of your weapons at the highest level that has them unlocked, which can be between swords, stalkers, big handies, gloves, airbrushes, or horses. Adding an image to this Kirby: Planet Robobot gallery [edit] When scanning amiibo, Kirby gets Sword's ability. This ability can be
received in the game or from other amiibo, such as Marth, Roy, Ike, and Lucina. Mario Kart 8 / Mario Kart 8 Deluxe [edit ]edit code] Unlocks a Link-inspired outfit. The helmet is green with the emblem of Hyrules Royal Family, and the costume simulates the clothes Link wears in most of its games. Mii with Link's outfit. Add a picture to this
Miitopia gallery [edit code] Unlock a costume for Link-inspired Mii. Adding an image to this gallery Nintendo features: New Style Boutique 3 - Celebrity Styling [edit edit] Scan this amiibo, as well as the rest of its franchise, unlocks the design of The Legend of Zelda T-Shirt (a copy of the chosen man's Tunic) and The Legend of Zelda Motif.
One piece: Super Grand Battle! X[edit]edit code] Unlocks a costume for Zoro with Link's clothing and Master Sword. Add an image to this Picross: Round 2 gallery [edit ]edit code] Unlocks Link's puzzle. It can be played in all three difficulties of the game without any limitations. Link Puzzle completed. Add an image to this Super Mario
Maker gallery [edit code] Unlocks a Link suit for the Super Mario Bros. palette. It is one of more than a hundred costumes Mario can acquire by playing a mysterious Mushroom. The sounds he plays are based on his home game: The Legend of Zelda. Sound Appearance Origin Conversion in Link. Sounds that play when you get a gun.
Taunt (up crosshair). Mario's death in disguise. Music that sounds like losing a life. Victory music when you reach the finish line. Music that sounds when you get a fragment of trifesis. Sounds of Mario's footsteps as he walks in this suit. Sounds that play when walking. Mario sounds when you jump in this suit. Adding an image to this
Gallery Super Smash Bros for Nintendo 3DS/Super Smash Bros for Wii U [edit] edit code] Link, when scanned in these games, can be trained as a console-controlled character. This part of level 1 and can improve up to level 50. Their capabilities can also be improved by using customizable special attacks or by using power-ups on it.
Super Smash Bros. Ultimate [edit]edit code] Allows you to have a character controlled by the Link Child console. This part of level 1 and can be improved to level 50. You can eat snacks to improve and you will be equip both primary and supportive spirits. If you have Super Smash Bros. 4 save data can be transferred with a level reduction
(the highest level is 12, obtained if level 50 is reached in Super Smash Bros. 4). In addition, starts with version 3.1.0. It is possible to fight amiibo in online rooms or send it on a trip to get items and gold ons. If amiibo has previously been used in Super Smash Bros for Nintendo 3DS /Super Smash Bros for Wii U (where the character
represents the character is Link) and the data transferred to this game, the character to be represented becomes Link Boy, although its improvements and level of experience remain intact. The Elder Scroll V: Skyrim [edit] When scanning amiibo, Link's gear is obtained from a chest in The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, i.e. Hylian
Pants and Tunic of the Chosen One. In addition, you get Master Sword and Hylian Shield. The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild [edit] When amiibo is scanned, various types of materials (such as mushrooms and truffles) are obtained in addition to a copper that may contain weapons or arrows. Randomly within the cops, you can get
the Deity Mask, Deity Armor, Deity Pants, or Fierce Deity Sword, accessories based on Link's appearance in The Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask. Container Condition Object Bomb Arrows (x5) --- Chest Fire Arrows (x5) --- Is Arrows Chest (x5) --- Electric Chest Arrows (x5) --- Chest Deity Armor --- Chest Scares --- Deity Tunika Chest ---
Chest Arrows (x5) --- Falls from The Sky. Brisk --- falls from the sky. Hyrules --- falls from the sky. Electro --- falls from the sky. Frosty --- fall from the sky. Fire --- falls from the sky. Rough --- falls from the sky. Red seta --- falls from the sky. Robust --- falls from the sky. Stealth --- falls from the sky. Powerful --- falls from the sky. Lively truffle
--- falls from the sky. Lively truffle --- falls from the sky. Traveler's mandoble Before you receive paravela. [Note 1] Knight's Mandoble Chest Get paravela. Soldier's Mandoble Chest Get paravela. Fierce Deity Sword Chest Release a Divine Beast. Royal Commandable Chest Release a Divine Beast. The Legend of Zelda Chest: Link's
Awakening When scanning the figure, it allows you to save and load dungeons and, if you are one of the first five amiibo in The Legend of Zelda franchise to be scanned, unlock one of the unique amiibo rooms for dungeons. The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess HD [edit]edit code] Completely replenishes Link's arrow supply. They can
only be scanned once a day. However, there is no to the effect of Toon Link amiibo, the function of which is identical to that of this amiibo. WarioWare Gold [edit]edit code] Scanning the amiibo unlocks the Link portrait that can be sold for in-game coins. Adding an image to this gallery Yoshi's Woolly World/Poochy &amp; Yoshi's Woolly
World [edit] When scanning amiibo unlocks a pattern for Yoshi based on Link colors. Add an image to this Gallery Gallery[edit]code] External links[edit]edit code] For more information about Link (Majoras Mask) - 30th anniversary TLoZ, see his article in Zelda Wiki Notes[edit]-edit code] After receiving paravela no longer appears in the
chest. See also [edit] amiibo life is a site that allows amiibo enthusiasts to track their collections and wish lists and, if desired, share them with others. All products and characters depicted are copyrighted property of their respective owners, not amiibo life or its developers. Data on this site comes from a variety of sources, including
/u/MacGuffen's sheet and hex data sheet by N3evin and CheatFreak. Mario Sports Superstars pictures from libamiibo. This site is a free time creation of John Pray (LouieGeetoo). Problem or suggestion? Drop me a line! Terms of Service / Privacy Policy ? Twitter Twitter
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